
 
   
 
Dear Friends, 
 
Fortune telling, or future forecasting, is based on reading the probabilities of change. 
Most adults are set in their habits, so until some great obstacle presents itself, they will 
choose the same choice, complain about the outcome, and choose the same choice again. 
 
But, every once in a while, that insurmountable obstacle appears. And suddenly the same 
choice simply isn't available. The same path cannot be trod. 
 
When a multitude of people are suddenly faced with an insurmountable obstacle 
(COVID, earthquake, fire) this same multitude has to make different choices. As a result 
the rest of humanity is nudged, or sometimes pushed, into a new path that leads and 
encourages them away from choosing the same old choice. 
 
After an obstacle appears in our life, we have a special choice. We can move forward in a 
new direction with wonderment about what each new step might bring, or curse the 
newness and use all of our energy to focus on returning to the old patterns. 
 
This is a time in the yearly cycle of darkness and stillness. It is now that we can listen 
within and hear whether we are trying to somehow ascend and conquer the obstacle, 
allowing us to make the same choices as before, or if we have begun our new journey. 
 
I am convinced that the congregation of Souls incarnating into Earth is wanting a new 
path. 
 
Thus what appears to be devastating is an opportunity to make new choices, prioritize 
differently, and open a new doorway for all of humanity. 
May we each listen, and help write a new future based on new choices. 
Blessings in the New Year to all of us, 
-Norma 
 
 
If you are seeing this newsletter because a friend sent it to you, you can subscribe and see 
past newsletters here. 
 
  
 
 
Please consider 
A monthly donation lets me create the healing songs, these newsletters, online concerts 
and supports my monthly offerings 
 


